
   

Nominations for the upcom-

ing board election will be 

through September. Election 

will be held in October. 

 

 

 

Aug. 14, 2021  
Volume 12 Issue 7 

Prairieland Koi & 
Pond Society 

 You  can pay your dues  now, they are 

still only $20 ! 
 

Please give cash/check to our treasurer: 

Or Send To: Letriana Cantrell 

311 Arnold Rd. 

East Peoria, II 61611 

August 14, 2021 at 9:00 AM 

Dirk DeDecker and Katherine Zogas 

509 West Greenway Place 

Peoria, Il. 61614 

Speaker Mike White 

Directions: 

From I-74 take exit 89-US150 to East War 

Memorial Dr. 

Drive 1.1 miles and turn Left onto Sheridan 

Rd. for just .2 mile and turn Rt., onto  

Chrestwoood Drive for 250 ft. Turn Rt. Onto 

Greenway Place for 450 feet to 509 West 

Greenway Place. 
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THE TOP 17 MISTAKES MADE BY KOI KEEPERS 

(AND HOW TO AVOID THEM) 

 

Next Day Koi  

NOT QUARANTINING  

A quarantine tank is probably one of the most singular-
ly important parts of any koi keepers arsenal in stopping the spread of bacteria, viruses and para-
sites. 

It is where new koi can be housed and monitored for any signs of sickness before they are added 
to their new home. It is also where sick fish from the pond can be isolated so as not to infect the 
rest of the pond.  It is less expensive to medicate a quarantine tank than an entire pond. 

It doesn’t matter how reputable the source of your koi may be, getting any new koi into a quar-
antine situation should not even be open to suggestion. It helps your new fish acclimatize, un-
wind (meaning less stress, thus less likely to pick up a stress-related illness) and give all of your 
koi the best chance at a smooth transition. 

Your quarantine setup doesn’t have to be overly involved (some enthusiasts use a  

https://nextdaykoi.com/author/ndkauthor/
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150gal rubbermaid tub with a bakki shower while others use a kiddie pool with an airstone and 
frequent water changes. 

TIP: you should always have a “canary koi” in your quarantine facility. It introduces the natural 
flora and fauna from your pond to the new koi as well as being the guinea pig for any parasite or 
illness the new koi are bringing in. 

DIFFERENT SOURCES, ONE QT.  

If you have set up a quarantine, almost as dangerous as not QTing, is putting fish from differ-
ent sources in the same tank or holding facility. Each can bring their own illness or parasites to 
the tank and create a lethal cocktail for the the whole QT population. 

INADEQUATE COVER  

Mallards sharing the pond with koi by Michele Dorsey Walfred cc by 
2.0 

Nervous or stressed koi are jumpy koi. Some just like to jump for no particular reason. And koi 
can get some serious air. Many a koi owner has come outside to find a koi immobile on the 
side of pond. Many enthusiasts opt for netting (of which there are many types) as it stops the 
koi from getting out of the pond, but also allows them to still be able to feed and observe 
them. 

It has the added advantage of deterring predators and stopping larger organic debris from en-
tering the pond, too. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
https://www.amazon.com/s/?ie=UTF8&keywords=pond+leaf+netting&tag=googhydr-20&index=aps&hvadid=84261725238&hvpos=1t2&hvnetw=g&hvrand=8696368304107046310&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=b&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9007897&hvtargid=kwd-2481004234&ref=pd_sl_1j3f
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FEEDING—OVER AND UNDER  

Too much food brings it’s own host of problems. Never feed your koi more than they can eat in 
five minutes. Uneaten food ends up as extra organic waste. This extra organic waste ends up as a 
tremendous food source for algae. 

As a cold-blooded creature, feeding frequency is a function of temperature. The warmer it is, the 
more frequently you feed and, inversely, reduce them as it gets colder. 

There are numerous downsides to both under and overfeeding your koi (which we discuss in this 
post). Feedings shouldn’t generally last any longer than 5 minutes (with many enthusiasts using 
the 2-3 minute time frame). You don’t want any food sinking to the bottom and clogging up your 
filters. 

TIP: Cheerios and other cereal may look like a treat, but avoid using it to feed your koi. 

TYPES OF FOOD  

Not all food is created equal. Even amongst the same brands. To maximize a koi’s health and 
growth potential, there are differently formulated types of food to accommodate a koi’s nutri-
tional needs. 

Dropping the same type of food in all seasons might not be giving your koi all the nutrients the 
basic building blocks in the correct amounts at the proper times.  

https://nextdaykoi.com/koi-fish-facts/over-under-feeding-your-koi-fish/
https://nextdaykoi.com/koi-fish-facts/over-under-feeding-your-koi-fish/
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WINTER CARE  

Fish pond in winter by liz west cc by 2.0 

In some parts of the country, winters can be particularly brutal, resulting in a thick layer of ice 
over the top of the pond—and panic from some owners. Koi are particularly hardy creatures and 
can survive in some fairly hostile environments. Including ponds that are frozen over. 

The real danger for koi comes from deicing efforts by their owners. Especially when owners use 
concussive force to try and break the ice. Hammering on the ice can kill the koi underneath. 

Another common mistake is incorrectly placing an airstone. An airstone’s bubbling can be an 
effective means of keeping an opening in the ice that allows for gas exchange. However, leaving 
the airstone on the bottom causes the warmer water there to circulate upwards, mixing with 
colder water above which can create an unsafe temperature drop for the koi. 

Also, a high salt concentration will drop the temperature of the water density (which is ordinarily 
39ºF in freshwater) so that the water that sinks to the bottom of the pond once it freezes over 
will be colder. The higher the salt concentration the lower the maximum water density tempera-
ture and the colder the water your koi will be swimming in at the bottom of the pond. 

RANDOMLY ADDING MEDICATIONS  

Inaccurately assuming or randomly adding medication without knowing what is wrong with your 
koi is a surefire way to stress your koi, and potentially make it worse than what you are treating 
for. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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It is important to accurately diagnose what the potential sickness is by being aware of the symp-
toms of illness. 

Salt: To Use or Not to Use. This is a hotly debated topic amongst koi keepers. Some feel that—
amongst other things—over salting leads to bacterial and parasitic resistance, while others feel 
the increase in slime coating is beneficial. 

In either case, when to use and the amount is paramount. Getting the right concentration is key 
to the utilizing the benefits. Between 0.1% and 0.3% (for infections) salinity is the usual range 
recommended. 

ASKING THE WRONG PEOPLE FOR 

HELP  

There are some tenets in koi keeping that are almost immutable. Yet, any forum that an enthusi-
ast goes to will have differing pieces of advice athose tenets into action. It can create a lot of 
confusion for new and experienced koi owners. 

The world wide web is a large and woolly place. It is also usually the first place that koi keepers 
turn when looking for advice or answers. Make sure you check, double check and triple check 
that what you are being told is accurate. Don’t take action on the first tip that you get. 

A koi keeper that thinks they know it all, probably doesn’t. You might find that those who know 
the most are the ones that ask the smart questions. You want shared experience not unsubstan-
tiated opinion. It is why a lot of enthusiasts that go to local koi shows will remark on the value of 
relationships that they start there. 

 

https://blog.thepondguy.com/2015/05/02/should-i-always-add-pond-salt-to-my-pond-or-just-when-my-fish-are-sick-decorative-ponds-water-gardens-q-a/
http://www.michigankoi.com/SALT-in-Koi-Ponds-Koi-Pond-Water-Information-sc-110.html
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WAITING TO ASK FOR HELP  

If you don’t know, ask. In general, the koi community is very active, especially when rallying 
around a fellow koi keeper who is in a spot of bother. But if you wait to long to ask, you can risk 
losing your koi. If you think you have an issue, but aren’t sure, get the help you need. Even 
though an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, you can save more than a few pounds 
by getting to the root of the problem more quickly. 

SCRAPING AND SCOPING  
That microscope training in biology class comes in handy as a koi keeper. Learning how to 
scrape your koi and identify parasites under a microscope can save a lot of hassle and head-
aches when trying to diagnose why your fish is sick. It takes the guesswork out of which medi-
cation to use in your pond or Quarantine Tank. 

OVERSTOCKING  
One thing you can rely on, is that your koi will get bigger. Much bigger. You will need to plan ac-
cordingly when stocking your pond. According to colorado koi, the modern average size of a fully 
grown koi is roughly 32inches. You want to give your koi the best opportunity to thrive. A crowd-
ed pond will be a stressed pond. 

 

http://www.coloradokoi.com/koisize.htm
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There is only so much space in your pond. And to enjoy a healthy life, you will need to 
apportion an adequate amount of elbow room for each of your koi. 

Here is a chart of gallons per inch that you should keep courtesy drsfostersmith.com 

TIP: remember that koi can become quite large in the right conditions. And some 
breeds, like the Chagoi, are naturally bigger than others. The first two years will see 
your koi’s growth be the most profound. You can expect your koi to be around 2 feet 
long at around 4 years of age. 

MISCALCULATING THE POND’S WA-

TER VOLUME  

Another important factor that many people overlook is the correct number of gallons their pond 
actually is. A lot of preventative and curative measures depend heavily on knowing the volume of 
water in a pond. Get it wrong and in trying to help your koi, you koi could end up doing more 
harm. 

WATER CHANGES  

Your koi need them so you need to do them. You will hear stories of people that never change 
their water and their fish are just fine. That’s because they never asked their fish how they were 
doing. 

The amount of water that you substitute out and in depends on numerous factors (like pond 

size, number of fish, type of filtration, feeding schedule, organic waste accumulation). 

Changing water not only helps to remove some pollutants (which can stunt your koi’s growth) or 
excess waste, it is important in replenishing trace elements that are used by the inhabitants of 
the pond’s closed system. 

 

http://www.drsfostersmith.com/pic/article_print.cfm?aid=353
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TIP: Consider a constant drip method of water change if you don’t have the time to dedicate to 
weekly changes. But if you do, check it regularly to make sure the rate is constant and add a 
dechlorinating filter on the drip line. 

The easy rule of thumb is change 10-20% of your pond’s water volume per week. So if you have 
a 1,200 gallon pond, 120-240 gallons per week should be replaced. 

Obviously if your tests reveal undesirable or dangerous levels of pollutants, toxins or organic 
waste by-products, a higher volume of change will be necessary. However, smaller, frequent 
changes are less stressful than big changes all at once. 

Remember: A water change in a case of high nitrite or nitrate levels only dilutes to less toxic lev-
els. You will still have to find and fix the cause of the elevated levels. 

WATER QUALITY  

Clear water doesn’t automatically mean clean water. It’s a mistake made by many koi keepers. 
Especially with new ponds. Your koi can still die in crystal clear water.  Even with water that ap-
pears clean, the levels of ammonia and nitrites can be high enough to kill your koi quickly. 

An uncycled pond can be a dangerous place for koi. Understanding the Nitrogen Cycle and how 
ammonia (koi waste) is broken down by biological filtration is another vital component of koi 
keeping. Stay vigilant with your testing even if things appear to be all clear. It is easier to make 
incremental changes than wholesale ones—and it is easier on the koi, too! 

NOT TESTING CORRECTLY  

This follows from the last point. Knowing what to test, how to test it and what designates healthy 
parameters goes a long way in helping to maintain good water quality. It is worth investing in a 
good testing kit, as even slight fluctuations that aren’t accurately measured can have serious side 
effects. It also combats against rapid swings in parameters, which koi do not do well with. 

http://livepage.apple.com/
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Important tests and ideal parameters: 

 pH—measures how acid, alkaline (or best case, neutral) your pond water is and is measured 
from 0-14. Between 7 (neutral) and 8.3 (slightly alkaline) is the sweet spot for koi. pH is probably 
the first thing that should be checked and on at least a weekly basis. If it is acidic (lower than 
6.5), it can cause what is a pH crash, and this is what will result in fish loss. 

 Ammonia—this is the first byproduct of bacteria breaking down organic waste. Even in low 
concentrations (as low as 0.25 ppm) can kill your koi. The levels should be at 0.0ppm. Ammonia is 
more toxic at higher pH levels. 

 Nitrite—stage 2 of the Nitrogen Cycle, it can be almost as lethal as ammonia in lower concen-
trations (0.25ppm). Keep the levels as close to 0.0ppm as possible 

Nitrate  –  stage  3 of  the Nitrogen Cyc le .   Ni trate  i s  not  as  harmful  as  Ammo-
nia and Nitr i te  but  h igher levels  over  a  per iod of  t ime can cause  
stress .   Keep the levels  as  c lose to 0.0ppm as  possib le  but  less  than 5.   The  
only  way  to  reduce/el iminate  Nitrates  is  through water  changes.  

NOT TESTING SOURCE WATER  

This is a rudimentary part of adding water to your pond. Two chemicals, Chlorine and Chlora-
mine, are routinely added to source water by local water authorities in an effort to keep bacteria 
in check. 

Chloramine, in particular, can be dangerous to your koi’s gills and liver—even in small quantities. 
It may not kill your koi outright, but this can lead to stress, and stress can be the gateway for ill-
ness or disease. And with their natural bactericidal capabilities, the two chemicals can also deci-
mate your beneficial bacteria that is vital in maintaining a healthy Nitrogen Cycle. 

THINKING THAT IT WON’T HAPPEN 

TO YOU  

You might have read all the literature there is to read and studied at the feet of koi masters, but 
one thing remains. You will make a mistake. Don’t think you won’t. Experience is the best teach-
er and it isn’t always kind. Almost every koi enthusiast will speak to how  
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making a mistake ensures that they never make it again—especially when they lose beloved koi. 

Everyone will make mistakes, learning how to identify what they are are when they can hap-
pen takes patience—and help from those that have been there before. Don’t get despondent by 
setbacks. Koi keeping is a richly rewarding hobby. Enjoy your Living Jewels! 

Wow! These seemed to be really long articles but I want to give you the 

best information to help with your fish. 

 

NOMINATIONS 

About the nominations coming up, you may nominate a person at the 

August meeting, they may be called in to any officer or emailed to any 

of them. The voting will be at the September meeting and you need not 

be present to be voted in. 

 

TRIP TO ANDRSON JAPANESE GARDENS 

On the trip to Anderson Japanese Gardens please meet at Kohls’ parking 

lot in east peoria at 730 AM. Entry cost is $11.00 per person. We will 

not be stopping along the way. Once you view the garden you can leave 

any time. You don’t have to stay with the group. 

 

PREFORMED POND FOR SALE 

Deb Palmquist has a 270 gallon preformed pond to just give away! It is 

perfect for a great goldfish pond or even a quarantine tank. It has no 

plant shelves and therefore has no weak points. Please call or text Deb 

at 309-696-7114. 

 

FOR POND PRODUCTS contact Greg Cantrell and he will leave it on 

his porch for you to pick up, Phone 309-645-7161 
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Barb Luick’s pond and 

lovely yard that we vis-

ited in July. 
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The July 10 PKPS meeting was held at Barb Luick’s in Tremont. 18 

members were present. 

 

Please mark your calendars. August 28 is the Luau at the Swanson’s. 

There is information in the newsletter. RSVP to Lisa Carter. 

September 25 is a road trip to Anderson Gardens. More information is 

to come in the future newsletters. 

 

New board members and product manager are needed. If no one steps 

forward to take these positions the club will have to be disbanded. 

Contact Greg Cantre;; of  you have product needs. He is going to place 

an order and wants to get the supply needed. 

 

Our speaker was Lauren Howell from Stuber Land Design. She present-

ed great tips for transforming our yards and pond areas. Check out land-

scaping at other locations you visit for ideas and things to try. There is 

no right or wrong. Whatever pleases you is OK. 

Margy Simmons, Sec. 
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Dates to save 

 

 

August 14-Pond                                     Dirk & Kathy DeDecker 

August 28-Board Meeting                      Rick Moreland 

September 11-Pond Meeting                   Christian and Kristin Rath 

September 25-Board Meeting                  Greg and Letriana Cantrell 

October 9-Pond Meeting                          Ginny Gibbs, ICC  

October 23-Board Meeting                      Lisa Carter 

November 13- Banquet                            Tremont Community Center 

November 20-Board Meeting                  Rick and Lisa Moreland 

 

On another, we have been contacted by a former club 

member that he is closing his pond down. He has 

many fish that he would like to give away and many 

to sell. They range in size from 6 inch to 16 inch, 

some butterfly, some standard koi. We will be helping 

hin catch his fish after the August 14 meeting. He is 

located in Delavan. If you would like to help catch 

fish or get fish please come help. The location is 107 

Pieper  Circle, Delevan Il. 



   

 

JEAN CLARKE 

President/Editor 

6934 N. St. Mary’s Rd. 

Peoria,  IL 61614 

309-370-0460 

E-mail: Clarke.jl@comcast.net 

  AKCA  

Koi Fish Health Advisors 

Jean Clarke                                 

309-370-0460 

 

Karen Hofstetter 

309-699-5155 

 

Stacey Schadewalt 

217-358-2665 

             Officers 

Jean Clarke  President/Editor 

309-370-0460 

 

Lisa Carter  Vice President 

309-694-9801 

 

Allen Kruger      

Web Master 

217-737-3646 

 

Letriana Cantrell  Treasurer 

309-645-7163 

Margie Simmons 

Secretary 

309-696-7114 

 

           Directors 

Greg Cantrell  

Product Mgr.of Ways and Means  

309-645-7161 

 

Rick Moreland  

Food And Beverage 

309-694-5057 

 

Deb Palmquist 

309-6967114 

 

Jim Simmons 

309-678-5363 

 

Chairpersons 

Lisa Carter 

Raffles/Door Prizes/Special 

Events                                    

309-694-9001 

Prairieland Koi & Pond Society 


